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the industrial challenge

scale to create efficiencies

organizational chaos 
too many bad decisions

powered tech predictable change financial focus
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the decision limiter
preventing bad decisions to avoid organizational chaos

Limit decision difficulty with objective decision science

Limit decision power to all but a select few

quality

quantity



the rational decision model
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Purpose Rational self-interest (profit)

Intelligence Knowing how to get it  

Capability Being able to get it 

Result 

Blue Collar

White Collar



we already know this doesn’t work

Decisions are taken by people who may have no access to what 
is actually happening… they produce goods that aren’t used. 

Powerful organization limits individuals rights to pursue 
economic objectives. Creates a climate where organizations can 
extend their control into other areas of people’s lives.


Unable to respond to consumer preferences


Very bureaucratic with decisions held up by planning and 
committees. 

6Adapted from: Economics Help 

externalities

dehumanization

inflexibility

http://www.economicshelp.org/blog/glossary/command-economy/
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the interconnected challenge

interconnect to create value

organizational fragility 
not enough good decisions

complexityinterconnected technology human abundance
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the decision engine
encouraging more and better decisions to avoid organizational fragility

Human centered design

Language of human values

Iterative hypothesis testing

Enable decision power for all

quality

quantity



a more robust decision model
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Values Connecting with what is desired  

Mental Model Hypothesizing how to get it  

Action Testing

Result 

single loop  
did I do it right?

double loop 
did I do the right thing?

triple loop 
how do I know what is right?

Everybody



building decision engines

• designing the organization for more and better decisions


• investing to develop people


• investing to develop relationships
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